
MISSION:
To use science-based 
information to promote 
an ecologically-
functional wolf 
population within areas 
of suitable habitat, and 
promote human 
coexistence with 
emphasis on Michigan 
and Wisconsin.



Wolves in Wisconsin
PRESENTED BY THE TIMBER WOLF ALLIANCE 

Photo Credit: UWSP

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Explain who TWA is and yourself. 



Common Myths 
1. Wolves are Dangerous to People

2. Wolves Were Reintroduced to Wisconsin & Michigan 

3. Wolves will Devastate the Deer Herd

4. Wolves are a Major Risk to Livestock Industry

5. It is not Safe to Walk Dogs in Areas Occupied by Wolves

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Wolves are mostly afraid of humans. Only 2 known humans killed by wild wolves in last 100 years. No they were not. They expanded into the west of WI from MN. Eating about 18000 deer in a year, in an area holding 400,000-500,000 deer a year, the impact is likely to be minimal. In 2016, buck harvest increased 28% in the north woods despite having record high wolf populations. While depredations may be serious to some farms, wolves are a minimal risk to the industry. In recent years 22-47 farms suffered wolf depredations. While hunting dogs roaming far from hunters (especially hounds running bears) are at some risk, dogs kept close and under control have little risk of attacks by wolves. Always maintain control of your dog by leash, calls, or electronic devices when walking in wild areas occupied by wolves. *Represents 0.03-0.07% of all farms in the state or 0.1-0.2% of farms in the 30 counties hosting wolf packs. About 70,000 farms in WI & 23,000 farms in the 30 counties with most wolf packs.



The Gray Wolf 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The species in our area are usually to referred to as the Timber Wolf or grey wolf. In our region, males average about 80 lbs while females around 70 lbs. In other parts of the country, wolves can be more than 100 lbs. Does anyone notice the difference between these two wolves? (allow for answers). These wolves look a bit different, although the colors are a little different, but the main thing is that the wolf’s fur changes throughout the year (could relate to dogs shedding). In the winter it has a thick coat that helps it stay warm and they lose some of the coat in the summer to not overheat. Also note the long legs, rounded ears, and colors of this animal. 



Gray Wolf Range

Image Credit: WDNR (left) & Center for Biological Diversity (right)

2019 WI Wolf 
Range 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Today the grey wolves live in the areas that are bright green. Can you name the states that have grey wolves? (Idaho, California, Wyoming, Oregon, Washington, Arizona, New Mexico, Montana, Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan). If you look at the grey part of the map that was where the wolves use to live, and the dark green is where scientists think wolves could survive. What might make good wolf habitat? (allow answers) or Why can’t wolves live in all the of the grey area? (allow times for answers).  On the left there is a map of current estimated wolf range. (end of presentation is an image for MI, if needed). 



Coyotes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Many times coyotes and wolves are mistaken for one another. Why could this be a problem? (allow answers; hunting, frightening people, etc.). Let’s look at the differences. 



How to distinguish?

Height and Weight Facial Features Paws

Image Credit: WDNR

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When people see a canid (dog) they sometimes confuse the grey wolf and the coyote. What similarities do you see in this picture? (allow for answers). What differences do you see? (state some of the information below as they come up as answers). Nose to tailWolves: 5-6 feet, 50-100 lbs (female slightly smaller…. Average M: 80lbs F: 70 lbs) Coyote3.5-4.5 feet, 25-45 lbs HeightWolf: 27-33 inCoyote: 20-22inPaw LengthWolf: 3.5 in or greater Coyote: 2.75 in or lessHeadWolf: Broad, blocky snout, rounded earsCoyote: pointed snout, pointed ears (large compared to head size) 



Paws

Dog Wolf
Wolf                    Coyote

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
By looking at tracks we can also note some differences. Notice wolf more rectangular, toes forward. Wolf steps are in line with one another while dogs are broader chested causing more side-to-side view of paw prints. 



Pack Structure & Territory

Territory: 30-100 
square miles
Breeding Pair
Pups, yearlings, 2+ 
year old adults
Family structure 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Wolves usually live in family groups called “packs”. These packs usually live in a specific area that they defend called a territory. The territories can vary in size, but around WI & MI they are typically 30-100 square miles. They typically do not share this area with another family pack and take time to protect it and warn others to stay away. The packs consist of the breeding pair, yearlings, and pups. Breeding PairUsually monogamous Pups- <1 year old YearlingsAges greater than one but less than two. Adults-  2 + years old By living in a family, all can help take care of the young and they can work as a team to get resources and food. The pack also helps protect the pups from predators. The pack size can depend on many things. What might allow for a pack to be big or small? Territory size or food supply. Wolves can hear howling up to 6 miles away. 



Communication

Defending the Territory
Scent Marking
Howling
Barking
Attack trespassers 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes







Long Distance 
Dispersal from 

Wisconsin
And Michigan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
However, not all parts of the family stay together. When the pups grow to be yearlings, or  became 2-year-olds, they may disperse from pack to try to establish their own pack. This is how we get new packs to form and for wolves to travel to new areas. Average dispersal is about 40-50 milesLooking here, we see where wolves started and where the stopped during dispersal. A wolf from western UP traveled to Missouri, approximately 450 miles. Long distance dispersal can be as much as 550 miles. What do you notice? 



A Year in the Life of a Wolf Pack 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now lets go through a year in a pack. In February, the alphas copulates. The gestation period for wolves is 63 days. 



A Year in the Life of a Wolf Pack 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The wolves will start the den 2-4 weeks before birth and usually the den will be 10-30 feet into the ground if possible.



A Year in the Life of a Wolf Pack 
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Photo Credit: WDNR

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Around April the wolves give birth and will live in their den until late June. There usually are 4-6 pups born to the pack and they weight about 1lb. The ears will be floppy (not erect) and it will take 10-12 days before the wolf pups can see. They will spend the first few weeks of life inside of the den. The mother wolf will clean the den by eating the poop (fecal matter). The pups will feed on the mother’s milk for about 2 months before they start to get fed regurgitated or chewed up food. The other pack members will help with this task. 



A Year in the Life of a Wolf Pack 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When the pups are spending a lot of time out of the den and can travel, the pack moves to a new location called the rendezvous side. These tend to be grassy, open sites in the forest. They will stay at this type of site until late September/ early October. They may move to multiple rendezvous sites, from 3-10 sites, throughout this time. Here they will learn to hunt and play. Adults will start leaving the pups alone and bring back the food for them. In early fall, pups will start hunting with the pack. 
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Photo Credit: MI DNR

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As the pups have grown strong and are almost full size by the early fall, the pack will leave their rendezvous sites and become nomadic. Meaning they will travel as a pack and not live in one specific place. This is how they will spend the next few months until it is time to begin denning. Although the population would grow a lot during this time, approximately 70% of the pups die within the first year, which is why we don’t see extreme changes in populations numbers each year. **remember yearlings or adults may disperse any time of the year 



Life as a Carnivore 
UNGULATES BEAVER 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
While the wolves hunt, they are primarily looking for deer, as they are carnivores. This is most of the the pack’s  diet in Wisconsin and Michigan. When a wolf may leave a pack/disperse or are hunting alone, they may not go after deer but rather hares or beavers. Why may a lone wolf not hunt a deer? Wolves approximately will eat 15-19 deer per wolf per year. With current WI populations, that’s around 18,000 deer, which is less than 5% of the deer population in wolf range.** They also eat an estimated 9-29 beaver per wolf per year (recorded Eastern Canada). Even though they are carnivores, scientists have found some berries and plants in their fecal matter. Wolves have very strong jaws to consume these animals. With 42 teeth to pull meat off bone and a strong jaw, they can even break Moose femur. This is also a difference from coyotes who usually do not break large bones and not eat all the animal. Biting pressure of a wolf jaw is about 800 lb per square inch. The majority of diet for WI & MI is ungulates (mostly deer) and beaver. **Ungulates are classified as walking on your nails/hoofs. ** 1.3 million deer in WI. But where wolves live there are 350,000 in North Woods, 70,000 in Central Forest (Winter 2016 count)
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Forbs, Seedlings

Shrubs

Grasses,
Sedges and Ferns

White Tailed Deer

Ecology of the 
Wolf

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
** on animationAsk what does the wolf eat in Wisconsin/Michigan? Answer: White tail deer. Explain have effects on deer that could be negative and explain that the wolf benefits from the deer (+ and -)Ask what does the deer eat? Answer: plants (Specifically forbs, seedlings, shrubs) (-), this allows for grasses, sedges, and ferns, to grown (+). If deer are affected, what will happen to the plants? The forbs, seedlings, and shrubs can grow(+), but less chance for grasses, sedges, and ferns to grow, because reduced competition. So, wolves have a + effect on forbs, seedlings and shrubs by changing deer ecology, but negatively impact the understory plants. ** also, presence of coyote’s and fishers tend to decrease in areas of wolves 



Disappearance and 
Return of the Gray 
Wolf 
Population Controls

Hunting

Trapping 

Poison 

Bounty 
Begins

Bounty 
Ends

WI Wolf Recover Plan 
Begins

Endangered 
Species Act

Photo Credit: PBS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When European settlers starting moving into Wisconsin, they disliked wolves. They worried that the wolf would threaten livestock, so they began to bounty the wolf. Later, they were also concerned for the deer population. Around 1865, the state put a bounty on the wolf, which means they would pay for people who killed the animal. Majority of these kills were done by hunting, and trapping, and some poisoning. Wolf bounties ranged from $5 to $30, which was more than most people made doing other jobs. This bounty went on until about 1957, with only a small population of the animal left. It was so small, after a few years there were no wolves left in WI and MI. When the 1973 Endangered Species Act started, wolves were listed as protected and allowed MN population to spread into Wisconsin and later Michigan. Scientists believe wolves began returning around 1976 to Wisconsin. By the 1980’s wolves began moving also into MI. In 1989, the natural resource department put together a wolf recovery plan to help the species stay and grow in WI. **MI is a similar story. Wolf bounties in 1817-1960. By 1935 there were no wolves in the lower peninsula. 	By 1956, there were around 100 wolves in the UP and by 1973 only 6. **There were some bounties prior to 1865, when WI was a territory. 



Wolf Distribution 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
**ANIMATIONSLet’s look at this. From having more than 3000-5000 estimated animals in the early 1800’s ranging all of WI. By 1950’s there was only a small population in northern portions of the state. By 1960, there were extinct in Wisconsin, or extirpated, however in the mid-1970’s, the populations in MN was growing and started to recolonize WI. There were no attempts at bringing back wolves through human means, or reintroduction, in WI. In MI there was one previous attempt in 1974 to bring 4 individuals to the UP. However, these were unsuccessful, and all 4 wolves were killed within 8 months. 



Pack locations 
1979-1980

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Looking more in-depth to where packs were living. Here are the ‘79-’80 pack locations. Approximately 25 wolves were counted that year. 



Pack Locations 
2011-2012

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
By 2012, the wolf population had grown to minimum late winter count of 815 wolves in more than 200 packs (213 packs). 



Probable Range of Wolf Packs 
in Wisconsin in 2020
Probable Range of Wolf Packs in Wisconsin in 2020



Wolves Detected in Wisconsin in winter 2019-2020

Wolves Detected in 
Wisconsin in winter 2019-
2020







Annual  Wolf 
Population 
Cycling  in WI

815 809
660

2012 2013 2014

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The WDNR as with other wildlife agencies counting a recovering wolf population, us a minimum count. These counts are conducted in winter, when wolf populations are at the lowest  level in their annual cycle. In WI about 70% born do not survive until the end of their first year. Also about 25% of wolves 1 year and older die each year. But with an average of 5-6 pups born to as many as 200 wolf packs each year, the population may double in the spring, but by next winter will settle back to about half of the population in the spring. 



Wisconsin Grey 
wolves in the eyes 
of the Federal 
Government

1974- 2003 Endangered

April 13, 2012-Jan. 31, 2005: Threatened

Mar. 12, 2005- Mar. 12th, 2007 Endangered

Mar. 12, 2007 – Sept. 29th, 2008 Delisted

Sept. 29, 2008-May 4, 2009 Endangered

May 4, 2009-July 1, 2009 Delisted

July 1, 2009- Jan. 26, 2012 Endangered

Jan. 27, 2012- Dec. 19, 2014 Delisted

Dec. 19th, 2014- Jan 3, 2021

Jan. 4, 2021-present 

February 10, 2022-present

Endangered

Delisted

Endangered

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Federal government listing of the gray wolf. When delisted, some animal advocacy groups sued to get them relisted as endangered. This pattern has occurred every time the federal government has attempted delisting in WI. 



Western Great Lakes Population Segment

Image Credit: USFWS (left) & Mladenoff, et al (2009) (right) 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Wolves in WI (or MI) and surrounding area now designated by the federal government as the Western Great Lakes Population Segment. The areas of breeding packs of wolves, shown on the map on the left in dark blue. The map on the right red/orange/yellow are labeled as highly suitable wolf habitat. And now can be seen by the on the left are mostly occupied by wolf packs. Except for the lower MI, there is little space in this region for wolves to occupy. 



Population Monitoring 

VHF and GPS Collars

Trapped and collared late spring and early 
summer 

approximately 25% of packs collared

approximately 5-10% of individuals collared

Trap using foot hold traps

Chemically immobilize and monitor vitals 
while collaring and assessing the animals 

health

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One way is capturing wolves and radio collaring them with VHF or GPS collars. Radio collaring allows for the DNR to track individual wolves and their packs as well as determining the area of their packs and follow their movements. Initially VHF collars were used and tracked by airplanes or receivers on the ground. Recently DNR is converting to satellite GPS collars that follow wolves directly by satellite and send geographic locations directly back to the computers at the DNR wolf team. 



Population Monitoring 

Snow Track Surveys

Citizen Scientist and DNR staff

Assigned a tracking block 

Complete Carnivore Tracking Course & 
Wolf Ecology course 

More than 15,000-18,000 miles tracked in 
recent years

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A second survey system to be used is snow track surveys. Each winter DNR and volunteer trackers search for wolf tracks in assigned survey blocks across the state. Volunteer trackers need to complete classes in wolf ecology and wildlife tracking before becoming a volunteer carnivore tracker with the DNR. TWA helps host both workshops. 



Population Monitoring 
Observation Reporting

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A third data set for determining wolf numbers are the collections of wolf observations by the agency persons and general public. Anyone having had observations of wolves are encouraged to submit reports to the DNR wolf website. Pictures of wolves on trail cameras or pictures of wolf tracks are especially helpful. These three sets of data, radio tracking, snow track surveys, and public reports of wolf observations are combined to produce the minimum count of the state wolf population in winter. 



Wisconsin Wolf 
Depredations in 2020

DATA FROM USDA-
WILDLIFE SERVICE IN 
COOPERATION WITH 

WISCONSIN 
DEPARTMENT OF 

NATURAL RESOURCES



Wolf Complaints in Wisconsin investigated by WDNR-USDA/Wildlife 
Services 1974-2020



Verified Wolf Depredation on Cattle in Wisconsin 



Hunting Dogs 
Killed and Injured 
by Wolves  in 
Wisconsin 1985-
2020 



Verified Pet Dog Depredation by Wolves in Wisconsin, 1996-2020



Verified Wolf 
Human Safety 
/ Nuisance 
Complaints.



People who care about wolves in the Great Lakes

Conservation
Congress

Deer Hunters

Native Americans Trappers

Bear Hunters

Farmers

Resource
Managers

Politicians

Environmentalists

Rural Landowners

Animal Welfare
Groups

Conservationists

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thinking about wolves being in our state, there are many people who would like to have a voice in what happens to the population. Does anyone have an example of what you think one of these groups would want to happen with the wolves and why you think that? Overall, wolf management is a very complicated situation. Let’s talk about some of the social issues revolving around wolves. 



Lethal Controls 
Trapping and Shooting by 
Government Agents 

Landowner Permits

Regulated Hunting and 
Trapping Season when 
delisted

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
During periods when wolves were federally delisted and greater authority was available to the state, government agents were authorized to euthanize wolves that attacked domestic animals. Landowners were authorized to shoot wolves in the act of attacking domestic dogs on their land and issued permits to shoot wolves on their land. Public harvest was authorized to use hunting and trapping with specific quotas to reduce conflicts within 6 zones across the state. Some of the provisions of the wolf harvest included:  -   October 15 through end of February or when harvest quota is reached Allow use of up to 6 dogs (except in 2012)Requires reporting within 24 hours and having carcasses registered by DNR within 5 days after end of month of harvest.**Application Fees $10, license $100 resident, $500 nonresident (during the first year-2012) 



Preventative Non-Lethal Controls of Wolves 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Along with lethal controls, when authorized to use them, USDA Wildlife Services does use a variety of nonlethal controls. Some of the nonlethal controls include:  Electric fenceFlashing/sound making devicesGuard animals (Dogs or donkeys)Fladry (special flagging along fence lines (most right picture)) Not pictured: Practicing good animal husbandry, removing dead and sick animals, rotating pastures, and regular monitoring.  Usually, no single technique alone will prevent depredations. 



Attitudinal 
Survey of Wolves 
in WI by WDNR

Sampling of Residents in 
Wisconsin

- “Wolf Range” – Clusters 
1-11

- “Non-Range”- Cluster 
12

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Overall, wolf management is a very complicated situation. To assist DNR in establishing a new wolf plan for the state, a survey of public attitudes about wolves was conducted across the state in the spring of 2014. The survey was especially focused on areas of wolf range, and counties within wolf range were examined in 11 clusters (see picture). **Possible discussion questions: Thinking about wolves being in our state, there are many people who would like to have a voice in what happens to the population. Does anyone have an example of what you think one of these groups would want to happen with the wolves and why you think that? 



Favorability of Wolves

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We see here what people think of wolves. Favorable and Very Favorable categories we would result in a majority of the respondents. But a large number are indifferent.**Possible discussion question: Why might people be interested in keeping wolves in the state? 



Statewide Population Goal
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What do we notice? Majority in and out of wolf range would like the wolf population to stay about the same or do not have a strong opinion about how many wolves in the state. Only a small amount of people want to see a reduction in wolf population, though more people in wolf range want the population reduced. *The wolf count at the time of this survey was 660 wolves, although people may not have been aware of this population. The previous year’s count was 809. 



Wolf Harvest 

6221

17

Yes No Undecided

51
27

22

Yes No Undecided

Range Non-range

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Majority of people inside and outside of wolf range support a wolf harvest. This may reflect interest of having the wolf population stabilize or stay about the same. 



Some tips for 
living with 
wolves 

Don’t feed wolves or leave 
pet food outside

Report wolves frequently 
near people to the DNR

Maintain control on pets

In spring and summer, stay 
away from sites where 
wolves may have den or 
rendezvous sites while 
walking your dog 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Read above. We don’t want wolves to get use to being near humans. This could cause an increased likelihood that conflict could occur. Wolves are normally scared of humans and will avoid you most of the time. If you see that is different, please report it to your DNR. Also in summer, the wolves are more protective of their space because of the pups. Keep dogs under control and don’t let them roam at large around forested areas. Use a leash or keep dogs close when walking in wild areas. 



For more information on wolves… 
Check out these sites. 

International Wolf Center

Wisconsin DNR 

Michigan DNR

Timber Wolf Alliance

Timber Wolf Information 
Network 

Attend another workshop

▪ August, Wolf Weekend with 
TWA

▪ October, Wolf Ecology 
Workshop with TWA

▪ November, Carnivore Tracking 
Course with TWA



If you liked our presentation, 
please consider donating to the 
Timber Wolf Alliance! 

https://www.northland.edu/sus
tain/soei/twa/

Thank you! 

MISSION:
To use science-based 
information to promote an 
ecologically-functional wolf 
population within areas of 
suitable habitat and 
promote human 
coexistence with emphasis 
on Michigan and Wisconsin.

https://www.northland.edu/sustain/soei/twa/


QUESTIONS? 
FO R  M O R E  I N FO R M AT I O N ,  P L EA S E  V I S I T  O U R  W E B S I T E :  HT T P S : / / W W W. N O RT HL A N D. E D U / S U S TA I N / S O E I / T WA /

O R  E M A I L  U S  AT  S O E I @ N O RT HL A N D. E D U

Photo Credit: WDNR

https://www.northland.edu/sustain/soei/twa/
mailto:soei@northland.edu
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